
Thousands of organizations trust GlobalLink to streamline global content management. TransPerfect is a TAP partner with a tested and verified integration and 45+ shared clients and 11+ years of experience with Sitecore.

**INTEGRATE**
with XM, Sitecore Commerce, Workflow Framework, Content Editor, and Experience Editor

**PROVIDES**
automated translation lifecycle management with change detection for source content

**ELIMINATES**
hand-off delays and reduces translation turnaround times

**INITIATES**
translation requests directly within the Sitecore interface

**GIVES**
users granular-level control with highly configurable translation process

**AUTOMATES**
retrieval of completed translation work

**WE KNOW HOW™**

- Seamless Integration
- No Copy/Paste
- Dashboard Monitoring
- Savings on Repeat Translations
- Workflow Integration
- Reduced IT Involvement